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Abstract. Generalized Feistel schemes (GFSs) are extremely important
and extensively researched cryptographic schemes. In this paper, we in-
vestigate the security of Type-1 GFS in quantum circumstances. On the
one hand, in the qCCA setting, we give a new quantum polynomial-
time distinguisher on (d2 − 1)-round Type-1 GFS with branches d ≥ 3,
which extends the previous results by d− 2 rounds. This leads to a more
efficient analysis of type-1 GFS, that is, the complexity of some previ-
ous key-recovery attacks is reduced by a factor of 2

(d−2)k
2 , where k is

the key length of the internal round function. On the other hand, for
CAST-256, which is a certain block cipher based on Type-1 GFS, we
give a 17-round quantum distinguisher in the qCPA setting. As a re-
sult, we construct an r(r > 17) round quantum key-recovery attack with
complexity O(2

37(r−17)
2 ).

Keywords: Generalized Feistel scheme · CAST-256 · Simon algorithm
· Quantum cryptanalysis · Quantum algorithm.

1 Introduction

Quantum attacks against symmetric crypto primitives. Quantum com-
puting is more computationally powerful than classical computing in solving spe-
cific problems, such as solving factorization [1], equations [2–4], dimensionality
reduction [5–7], anomaly detection [8, 9], classification [10–12], and so on [13–15].
Recent works show that the quantum algorithm has a dramatic speedup on the
cryptanalysis of symmetric crypto primitives. This started with the 3-round Feis-
tel distinguisher proposed by Kuwakado and Morii [16]. After that, more generic
constructions, such as Even-Mansour cipher [17, 18], FX construction [19], mes-
sage authentication codes (MACs) [20–23], etc [24–26], were broken using differ-
ent quantum algorithms, including Simon algorithm [27], Grover algorithm [28],
Grover-meets-Simon algorithm [19], Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) algorithm [29], etc.

Feistel ciphers. The Feistel cipher, also known as the Luby-Rackoff cipher, is
a classical construction to build a random permutation out of random functions
or random permutations. This construction has been extensively studied and
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adopted in several block cipher standards, such as DES, Triple-DES, Gost [30],
and CAST-128 [31]. At CRYPTO 1989, Zheng et al. [32] introduced three general
frameworks Type-1, Type-2, and Type-3 generalized Feistel schemes (GFSs) for
Feistel-type constructions with more branches and different operations. Many
important primitives were designed based on the three GFSs, such as CAST-256
[33] (Type-1), CLEFIA (Type-2), RC6 (Type 2), and MARS [34] (Type-3).

Previous attacks. In addition to Kuwakado and Morii’s work [16], Ito et al. [35]
introduced the first 4-round quantum distinguisher on Feistel cipher in the quan-
tum chosen-ciphertext setting. At CRYPTO 2022, Canalc et al. [36] found new
periodic functions for 4-round Feistel-FK and 5-round Feistel-FK with internal
permutation. For GFSs, Dong et al. [37] showed quantum distinguisher attacks
against (2d − 1)-round Type-1 and (d + 1)-round Type-2 GFSs with branches
d ≥ 3. Later on, Ni et al. [38] proposed some improved polynomial-time quan-
tum distinguishers on Type-1 GFSs in quantum chosen-plaintext attack (qCPA)
and quantum chosen-ciphertext attack (qCCA) settings. That is, (3d−3)-round
and (d2 − d+ 1)-round Type-1 GFSs were broken in qCPA and qCCA settings,
respectively. In PQCrypto 2020, Hodžić et al. [39] proposed quantum distin-
guisher attacks on d-round Type-3 GFSs. Zhang et al. [40] improved the Type-3
distinguisher to cover d + 1 round. These results rely crucially on the fact that
many popular designs in symmetric cryptography have a strong algebraic struc-
ture such that the adversary can build a periodic function based on the target
cryptographic scheme, and then use Simon algorithm to recover the period. This
kind of Simon-based attack provides an exponential speedup in the number of
queries compared to classical attacks.

In addition, based on the above quantum distinguishers, the adversary can
give generic quantum key-recovery attacks by applying the combination of Simon
algorithm and Grover algorithm (Grover-meets-Simon algorithm [19]). In these
attacks, the attacker first makes a guess u for part of the key, say k1 (the Grover
part). Only for the correct guess, the attacker gets a periodic function, which is
then detected with the Simon algorithm. With this technique, Dong et al. [41]
introduced some key-recovery attacks by appending several rounds to the quan-
tum distinguisher of Feistel construction. Unlike the exponential speedup of the
Simon-based distinguisher, these key-recovery attacks only provide a polynomial
speedup compared with the quantum brute force search.

Our contributions. In this work, we deepen our understanding of how to
apply quantum algorithms to evaluate the security of Type-1 GFSs. We answer
the following two open questions by Ni et al. [38].

1. Can we distinguish more than (d2−d+ 1)-round Type-1 GFSs in the qCCA
setting?
We give a new quantum polynomial-time distinguisher on (d2 − 1)-round
Type-1 GFSs with branches d ≥ 3, which extends the previous results by d−2
rounds. Based on the Grover-meets-Simon algorithm, we can get more effi-
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cient key-recovery attacks, whose time complexities gain a factor of 2
(d−2)k

2 ,
where k is the key length of the internal round function. The distinguishers
and key-recovery attacks are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

2. Can we distinguish more than 14 rounds of CAST-256 when considering its
special structure, which applies both Type-1 GFSs and its inverse as the
round functions?
For CAST-256, which is a certain block cipher based on Type-1 GFS, we give
a 17-round quantum distinguisher in the qCPA setting. Based on the pro-
posed distinguisher, we construct an r(r > 17)-round quantum key-recovery
attack with complexity O(2

37(r−17)
2 ). Based on this, we could attack up to

23-round CAST-256 (256-bit key version) in time 2111, which is better than
the best previous attack (20 rounds [38]). Tables 3 and 4 summarize our
main results and comparison with previous classical and quantum works. In
particular, for 128-bit key version, our results reach 20 rounds, which gains
three more rounds than before.

Table 1: Rounds of quantum distinguishers on Type-1 GFSs.
Source Setting Distinguisher d = 3 d = 4 d = 5 d = 6 · · ·
[37] qCPA (2d− 1) 5 7 9 11 · · ·
[38] qCCA (d2 − d+ 1) 7 13 21 31 · · ·

Sect. 3 qCCA (d2 − 1) 8 15 24 35 · · ·

Table 2: Key-recovery attacks on Type-1 GFSs (d ≥ 3) in quantum settings.
Setting Distinguisher Key-recovery rounds Complexity (log)
qCPA (2d− 1) [37] r ≥ d2 − d+ 2 ( 1

2
d2 − 2

3
d+ 2) · k

2
+ (r−d2+d−2)k

2

qCCA (d2 − d+ 1) [38] r > d2 − d+ 1 (r−(d2−d+1))k
2

qCCA (d2 − 1) (ours) r > d2 − 1 (r−(d2−1))k
2

* Note that for Type-1 GFSs, the trivial bound is rk
2
, where k is the key size

of the internal round function.

Organization. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce some
basic notations, the quantum algorithms (Grover algorithm, Simon algorithm,
and Grover-meets-Simon algorithm) used in this paper, and some previous at-
tacks. In Sect. 3, we propose a new distinguisher for the Type-1 GFS. Based
on this, we introduce new quantum key-recovery attacks. In Sect. 4, for CAST-
256, we give a 17-round quantum distinguisher in the qCPA setting. Finally, we
conclude in Sect. 5.
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Table 3: Quantum attacks on CAST-256.

Rsource Setting Distinguisher Attacked rounds
r = 18 r = 19 r = 20 r = 21 r = 22 r = 23

[37] qCPA 7 - - - - - -
[38] qCPA 14 274 292.5 2111 - - -

Setc. 4 qCPA 17 218.5 237 255.5 274 292.5 2111

* Note that for CAST-256, the trivial bound is 2128 by Grover algorithm.

Table 4: Comparison between classical and quantum attacks on CAST-256.
Algorithm Source Attack Rounds Data Time

CAST-128

[42] boomerang 16 249.3 -
[37] qCPA 12 - 255.5

[38] qCPA 17 - 255.5

Sect. 4 qCPA 20 - 255.5

CAST-192

[43] linear 24 2124.1 2156.52

[37] qCPA 15 - 292.5

[38] qCPA 19 - 292.5

Sect. 4 qCPA 22 - 292.5

CAST-256

[44] multidim.ZC 28 298.8 2246.9

[37] qCPA 16 - 2111

[38] qCPA 20 - 2111

Sect. 4 qCPA 23 - 2111

2 Preliminaries

Let F2 denote the prime field with two elements 0 and 1, i.e. {0, 1}. And the
n-dimensional vector space of F2 is denoted by Fn2 , i.e. {0, 1}n. We let “ ⊕ ”
denote the XOR (addition in Fn2 ), and “ · ” denote the scalar product of bit-
strings seen as n-bit vectors. Let Perm(n) be a random permutation on {0, 1}n,
and let Func(n) be the set of all functions from {0, 1}n to {0, 1}n.

2.1 Type-1 generalized Feistel schemes

Type-1 generalized Feistel schemes (GFSs) are widely used frameworks in symmetric-
key primitive designs such as CAST-256. In type-1 GFSs, we divide the dn-bit
state into d ≥ 3 branches, and each branch constitutes an n-bit sub-block. Let
Er denote the encryption algorithm of the r-round Type-1 GFS (corresponds
to decryption algorithm E−1r ). Given r keyed round functions R1, R2, · · · , Rr ∈
Func(n), and (x01, x

0
2, · · · , x0d) ∈ ({0, 1}n)d, one computes the output (xr1, x

r
2, · · · , xrd)

by computing

xi1 ← Ri(x
i−1
1 )⊕ xi−12 , xi2 ← xi−13 , xi3 ← xi−14 , · · · , xid ← xi−11
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for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, which is depicted in Fig. 1. By shifting the branches in the
reverse direction, the decryption is automatically determined. We consider that
a k-bit key, ki, is required as input for the round function Ri, making the total
key length of Er is rk-bit.

Ri

xi−1
1 xi−1

2 xi−1
3

xi−1
d−1 xi−1

d

xi1 xi2 xid−2 xidxid−1

Fig. 1: The i-th round of Type-1 GFS.

2.2 Pseudo-Random Permutation

Next, we take into account the adversary A performing a quantum chosen-
plaintext attack (qCPA) or a quantum chosen-ciphertext attack (qCCA), in
which the adversary requests plaintexts or ciphertexts and receives correspond-
ing ciphertexts or plaintexts, respectively. Let PRP-qCPA and PRP-qCCA de-
note the pseudo-random permutation (PRP) security under qCPA and qCCA
respectively. The standard definitions are as follows.

Definition 1 [35, 45]. (PRP-qCPA) Let Ek : K × X → X be a family of
permutations indexed by the elements in K, g : X → X. Let A be a quantum
adversary1. The PRP-qCPA advantage of A is defined as

AdvPRP−qCPAE (A) = |Prk∈K [AEk(·) ⇒ 1]− Prg∈Perm(X)[A
g(·) ⇒ 1]|.

Here, let AEk(·) ⇒ 1 denote an adversary performing quantum queries to oracle
Ek and outputs 1.

Definition 2 [35, 45]. (PRP-qCCA) Let Ek : K × X → X be a family of
permutations indexed by the elements in K, g : X → X. Let A be a quantum
adversary. The PRP-qCCA advantage of A is defined as

AdvPRP−qCCAE (A) = |Prk∈K [AE
−1
k (·) ⇒ 1]− Prg∈Perm(X)[A

g−1(·) ⇒ 1]|.

In particular, these two definitions guarantee that we can distinguish Ek from
Perm(X) if AdvPRP−qCPA/qCCAE (A) is a big value.
1 It is supposed that the adversary can make arbitrary quantum superposition of
queries of the form |x〉|0〉 7→ |x〉|f(x)〉.
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2.3 Quantum Algorithm

In the following, we review Grover, Simon, and Grover-meets-Simon algorithms
used in this paper. We refer to [19, 46] for a broader presentation.

1) Grover algorithm. Grover algorithm [28] allows a quadratic speedup on
classical exhaustive search. Precisely, it solves the following problem.

Grover problem. Consider a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is given as a black
box1, with a promise that there is x such that f(x) = 1. Then, find x ∈ {0, 1}n
such that f(x) = 1.

In the classical setting, one preimage is expected to be found in time (and
oracle access to f) O(2n/e) if there are e preimages of 1 (|{x : f(x) = 1}| =
e). However, in the quantum setting, Grover algorithm finds one preimage in
time (and oracle access to Of ) O(

√
2n/e). The Grover algorithm consists of the

following three quantum steps.

1. Grover algorithm works first by producing a uniform superposition |ψ〉 =
1√
2n
Σx|x〉.

2. Next, it repeatedly applies the unitary operator (2|ψ〉〈ψ|−I)Of on the state
|ψ〉.

3. Then a final measurement will return x such that f(x) = 1, with an over-
whelming probability.

Generally, the checking procedure can be done only with some errors. That is,
the test function always returns 1 for elements in the target set, but for elements
not in the target set that it also returns 1 with a negligible probability. The
following theorem tackles this case.

Theorem 1 [47, 23]. Let n be a positive integers, X(|X| = e) be a subset in
{0, 1}n, p0 := e

2n and f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a test function such that{
Pr[f(x) = 1] = 1 if x ∈ X,
Pr[f(x) = 1] ≤ p1 if x /∈ X.

Assume the quantum implementation of f(x) costs O(n) qubits. Then Grover al-
gorithm with t = d π

4arcsin
√
p0
e quantum queries to f(x) and O(n) qubits will out-

put an x ∈ X with probability at least p0
p0+p1

[1−(p1p0 +
√
p0 + p1+2

√
1 + p1

p0

3
p0)2].

In particular, if e ≤ 2 and p1 ≤ 1
22n , the error decreases exponentially with

n.
1 We can input x to the “black box" and ask it to compute f(x), but we don’t have
access to its internal computation process.
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2) Simon algorithm. Simon algorithm [27] gives the first example of an ex-
ponential quantum time speedup relative to an oracle. That is, it allows to
efficiently compute the period of a Boolean function.

Simon problem. Given a Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d and promise
that there exists s ∈ {0, 1}n such that for any (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}n, [f(x) = f(y)]⇔
[x⊕ y ∈ {0, s}], the goal is to find s.

This problem can be solved classically by searching collisions with O(2n/2)
queries. As the quantum superposition of queries of form Σx,yλx,y|x〉|y〉 7→
Σx,yλx,y|x〉|f(x) ⊕ y〉 is introduced in Simon algorithm, its query complexity
is only O(n). After repeating the following subroutine (Algorithm 1) cn times,
we can obtain s by solving a system of linear equations. The algorithm can be ap-
plied to the problem of which condition “f(x) = f(y) if and only if x⊕y ∈ {0, s}”
is replaced with the weaker condition “f(x ⊕ s) = f(x) for any x”, under the
assumption that f satisfies some good properties. Concretely, Kaplan et al. [20]
have proved the following theorem.

Algorithm 1 Quantum subroutine of Simon algorithm.
Input: n, Of : |x〉|0〉 7→ |x〉|f(x)〉
Output: y orthogonal to s
1: Applying a Hadamard transform H⊗n to the initial state |ψ0〉 = |0〉|0〉 (a (n+ d)-

qubit state) to obtain the quantum superposition

|ψ1〉 =
1√
2n
Σx∈Fn

2
|x〉|0〉.

2: A quantum query to the function f maps to the state

|ψ2〉 =
1√
2n
Σx∈Fn

2
|x〉|f(x)〉.

3: Measuring the second register gives a value f(z) and the first register is collapsed
to

|ψ3〉 =
1√
2

(|z〉+ |z ⊕ s〉).

4: Applying again the Hadamard transform H⊗n to the first register yields

1√
2

1√
2n
Σy∈Fn

2
(−1)y·z(1 + (−1)y·s)|y〉.

5: Measuring the state yields a value of y, which meets that y · s = 0.
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Theorem 2 [20]. Let ε(f, s) := max
t∈{0,1}n\{0,s}

Prx[f(x) = f(x ⊕ t)]. If ε(f, s) ≤

p0 < 1, then Simon algorithm returns s with cn queries and O(n + d) qubits,
with probability at least 1− (2( 1+p0

2 )c)n.

3) Grover-meets-Simon algorithm. In Ref. [19], Leander and May proposed
to combine Simon’s algorithm with Grover’s algorithm (i.e., Grover-meets-Simon
algorithm) to attack the construction with whitening keys. This algorithm solves
the following problem.

Grover-meets-Simon problem. Let f : {0, 1}m × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}d be a
function such that there exist some u ∈ {0, 1}m such that f(u, ·) hide a non-
trivial period su. Find any tuple (u, su) ∈ Us, where Us := {(u, su) : u ∈
{0, 1}m, su is the period of f(u, ·)}.

In this algorithm, the attacker first makes a guess u (the Grover part). Only
for the correct guess, the attacker gets a periodic function, which is then detected
with the Simon algorithm. Thus, they have Grover as an outer loop with a
running time of roughly 2m/2, and Simon as an inner loop with polynomial
complexity. The following theorem shows the effect of the parameter

ε(f) := max
(u,t)∈{0,1}m×{0,1}n\{0,Us}

Prx[f(u, x) = f(u, x⊕ t)]

on the success probability of the Grover-meets-Simon algorithm.

Theorem 3 [47, 23]. Let c be a positive integer, p0 := e
2m and p1 := [2 ·

( 1+ε(f)
2 )c]n. Then Grover-meets-Simon algorithm with d π

4arcsin
√
p0
e·cn quantum

queries to f and O(m + cn2 + cdn) qubits outputs a tuple (u, su) ∈ Us with

probability at least (1−p1)p0
p0+p1

[1− (p1p0 +
√
p0 + p1 + 2

√
1 + p1

p0

3
p0)2].

In particular, if ε(f) ≤ 1/2 and e ≤ 2, the error decreases exponentially with
n. In case d = m = n, the Grover-meets-Simon algorithm solves this problem
with O(2n/2n) quantum queries and O(n2) qubits.

2.4 Previous Attacks

In the following, we review the quantum attacks against Type-1 GFSs by Ni et
al. [38]. They proposed a (d2 − d + 1)-round distinguisher attack in the qCCA
setting.

In order to distinguish Type-1 GFSs from a random permutation in a quan-
tum setting, Ni et al. define the following function, with two arbitrary constants
α0, α1 such that α0 6= α1, and

fO
−1

: {0, 1} × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n

b, x 7→ αb ⊕ y1,
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where (y1, y2, · · · , yd) = O−1(x, x02, x
0
3, · · · , x0d−1, αb), and x02, x

0
3, · · · , x0d−1 are

arbitrary n-bit constants. Let the intermediate state value after the first i rounds
be (xi1, x

i
2, · · · , xid). For d2−d+1-round decryption oracle O−1, the function fO

−1

is described as

fO
−1

(b, x) = αb ⊕ y1
= αb ⊕ xd

2−d+1
1

= αb ⊕ xd
2−2d+2

2 ,

where xi2 = xi+1
3 = xi+2

4 = · · · = xi+d−11 . In the first round, x12 = x ⊕
R1(αb) (see Fig. 1). In the d-th round, xd2 = Rd(R1(αb)⊕ x)⊕ x02. The function
R(·) = Rd(·) ⊕ x02 is independent of the input (b, x), since x02 is a constant.
Then, xd2 = R(R1(αb) ⊕ x), where R ∈ Func(n). Therefore, for some con-
stants x03, x04, · · · , x0d−1, αb, the value of x

d2−2d+2
2 can be described as xd

2−2d+2
2 =

R′(R1(αb) ⊕ x) ⊕ αb, where R′ ∈ Func(n). In particular, this fO
−1

satisfies
fO
−1

(b, x) = fO
−1

(b⊕ 1, x⊕R1(α0)⊕R1(α1)). Moreover,

fO
−1

(b⊕ 1, x⊕R1(α0)⊕R1(α1)) = αb ⊕R′(R1(αb⊕1)⊕ x⊕R1(α0)⊕R1(α1))⊕ αb
= R′(R1(αb)⊕ x)

= fO
−1

(b, x).

Therefore, the function satisfies Simon’s promise with s = 1‖R1(α0) ⊕ R1(α1),
and we can recover R1(α0) ⊕ R1(α1) using Simon algorithm. This gives a dis-
tinguisher, because Simon algorithm applied to a random permutation returns
zero with high probability.

Next, we review the key-recovery attack.

Key-recovery attacks. With the (d2−d+1)-round distinguisher in the qCCA
setting, Ni et al. [38] can recover the key of the r-round Type-1 GFS for r >

d2 − d + 1 in time O(2
(r−(d2−d+1))k

2 ), where the subkey size that they need to
recover is (r−d2+d−1)k bits. Thus, their attack achieves a polynomial speedup
compared with the quantum brute force search (Grover search [28]).

Truncate outputs of quantum oracles. Note that in their attack, Ni et al.
implicitly assume that the attacker can query in superposition an oracle that
returns solely the part y1 = xd

2−d+1
2 of the encryption. However, it is not triv-

ial. Fortunately, Hosoyamada and Sasaki introduced a technique to simulate the
truncation of outputs of quantum oracles without destroying quantum entangle-
ments. To apply their attack, we need to simulate xd

2−d+1
2 . In a similar way as

Ref. [48], let O : |x〉|y〉|z〉 · · · |w〉 7→ |x〉|y ⊕ O1(x)〉|z ⊕ O2(x)〉 · · · |w ⊕ Od(x)〉 is
the complete encryption oracle, where Oj(1 ≤ j ≤ d) denotes the component of
complete encryption. Our goal is to simulate oracle O2 : |x〉|z〉 → |x〉|z⊕O2(x)〉.
Now, we define O′2 := (I ⊗H⊗n⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n) ·O · (I ⊗H⊗n⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n).
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Then easy calculations show that

O′2|x〉|0〉|z〉|0〉 = (I ⊗H⊗n ⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n) ·O
·(I ⊗H⊗n ⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n)|x〉|0〉|z〉|0〉

= (I ⊗H⊗n ⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n) ·O|x〉|+〉|z〉|+〉

= (I ⊗H⊗n ⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n)|x〉[ 1√
2n
Σy|y ⊕O1(x)〉]

|z ⊕O2(x)〉 · · · [ 1√
2n

∑
w

|w ⊕On(x)〉]

= (I ⊗H⊗n ⊗ I ⊗H⊗(d−2)n)|x〉|+〉|z ⊕O2(x)〉 · · · |+〉
= |x〉|0〉|z ⊕O2(x)〉|0〉

where the fourth equality follows from the fact that 1√
2n
Σy|y⊕O1(x)〉 = 1√

2n
Σy′ |y′〉 =

|+〉. Hence, we can simulate O2 given the complete encryption oracle O, using
ancilla qubits.

3 Quantum Attack on the Type-1 GFS

In this section, we give new Simon-based distinguishing attacks against (d2 −
1)-round Type-1 GFSs, in the qCCA setting. In particular, we construct new
periodic functions corresponding to targeted schemes, and improve the number
of rounds that we can distinguish from (d2 − d+ 1) rounds to (d2 − 1) rounds.

3.1 (d2 − 1)-Round Distinguisher Attack in qCCA Setting

In order to distinguish the (d2 − 1)-round Type-1 GFS from a random permu-
tation, we consider the case is O−1 = E−1d2−1, and define the following function,
with two distinct constants α0, α1 and d− 2 constants x03, x04, · · · , x0d,

fO
−1

: {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n

x 7→ yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1,

where (yαb
1 , yαb

2 , · · · , yαb

d ) = O−1(x, αb, x
0
3, x

0
4, · · · , x0d) (See Fig. 2).

For the (d2 − 1)-round Type-1 GFS, the intermediate parameters after the
first i rounds are (xi1, x

i
2, · · · , xid). Then, we have

fO
−1

(x) = yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= xd
2−1

1 (α0)⊕ xd
2−1

1 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= xd
2−d

2 (α0)⊕ xd
2−d

2 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1, (1)
1 Note that, we can get y1 by truncating outputs of quantum oracle O−1 (See Sect.
2.4).
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|0〉 Uα

y1

• U−1α X Uα

y1

• U−1α X |0〉

|x〉 / |x〉

|0〉 /
∣∣∣fO−1

(x)
〉

Fig. 2: Simon’s function for Type-1 GFS1.

where xi2 = xi+1
3 = xi+2

4 = · · · = xi+d−11 (See Fig. 3).

By running Simon algorithm on fO
−1

, one can distinguish the (d2 − 1)-
round Type-1 GFS from a random permutation with overwhelming probability.
Specially, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ d2 − 1) be random functions, we can construct
a quantum CCA distinguisher against (d2 − 1)-round Type-1 GFSs in O(n)
quantum queries by using Simon algorithm.

Proof. In the first round, R1(x0d) is xored into x. In the d-th round, the value
R1(x0d) ⊕ x is used as the input of Rd and the output of Rd is xored into αb.
Then, the value of xd2 is described as

xd2 = αb ⊕Rd(x⊕R1(x0d)).

The function R(·) = Rd(· ⊕ R1(x0d)) is independent of the input x since x0d is a
constant. Then, we have

xd2 = αb ⊕R(x)

with some functions R ∈ Func(n). After additional d rounds, we have

x2d2 = x2d−11 ⊕R2d(x
2d−1
d )

= xd2 ⊕R2d(x
d+1
2 )

= xd2 ⊕R2d(x⊕R1(x0d)⊕Rd+1(x0d ⊕R2(x0d−1))),

where xi2 = xi+1
3 = xi+2

4 = · · · = xi+d−11 (See Fig. 3). The function R′(·) =
R2d(· ⊕ R1(x0d) ⊕ Rd+1(x0d ⊕ R2(x0d−1))) is independent of the input x since x0d
and x0d−1 are constants. Therefore, for some functions R′, R′′ ∈ Func(n), the
value of x2d2 is described as

x2d2 = αb ⊕R(x)⊕R′(x) = αb ⊕R′′(x).

For d− 2 constants x03, x04, · · · , x0d, the value of x2d+d(d−4)2 = xd
2−2d

2 is described
as

xd
2−2d

2 = αb ⊕R′′′(x)
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x αb x03 x0d−1 x0d

R1

R2

d− 3 rounds

Rd

Rd+1

d− 2 rounds

R2d

d2 − 3d− 1 rounds

Rd2−d

d− 1 rounds

y
αb
1

Fig. 3: (d2 − 1)-round distinguishing attack.
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for some functions R′′′ ∈ Func(n). In the (d2 − d)-th round, the value xd
2−d−1
d

is used as the input to the round function Rd2−d and the output is xored into
xd

2−2d
2 . Then, we have

xd
2−d

2 = xd
2−d−1

1 ⊕Rd2−d(xd
2−d−1
d )

= xd
2−2d

2 ⊕Rd2−d[x⊕R1(x0d)⊕Rd+1(x0d ⊕R2(x0d−1))

⊕R2d+1(x0d ⊕R2(x0d−1)⊕Rd+2(x0d−1 ⊕R3(x0d−2)))⊕ · · ·
⊕Rd2−2d+1(x0d ⊕R2(x0d−1)⊕Rd+2(x0d−1 ⊕R3(x0d−2))⊕ · · ·
⊕Rd2−3d+2(x0d−1 ⊕R3(x0d−2)⊕Rd+3(x0d−2 ⊕R4(x0d−3))⊕ · · ·
⊕Rd2+3d−2(x0d−2 ⊕R4(x0d−3)⊕Rd+4(x0d−3 ⊕R5(x0d−4))⊕ · · · ⊕Rd2−5d+4(x03 ⊕Rd−1(αb)))))].

The function h(αb) = Rd2−2d+1[x0d⊕R2(x0d−1)⊕· · ·⊕Rd2−3d+2(x0d−1⊕R3(x0d−2)⊕
· · · ⊕Rd2+3d−2(x0d−2 ⊕R4(x0d−3)⊕ · · · ⊕Rd2−5d+4(x03 ⊕Rd−1(αb))))] is indepen-
dent of the input b, since x03, x04, · · · , x0d are constants. Therefore, xd

2−d
2 can be

described as

xd
2−d

2 = αb ⊕R′′′(x)⊕Rd2−d(x⊕ C ⊕ h(αb)), (2)

where C = R1(x0d)⊕Rd+1(x0d⊕R2(x0d−1))⊕R2d+1(x0d⊕R2(x0d−1)⊕Rd+2(x0d−1⊕
R3(x0d−2))) · · · . In particular, from Eqs. (1) and (2), this fO

−1

satisfies fO
−1

(x⊕
h(α0)⊕ h(α1)) = fO

−1

(x). Moreover,

fO
−1

(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)) = yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= xd
2−d

2 (α0)⊕ xd
2−d

2 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= α0 ⊕R′′′(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1))⊕Rd2−d(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)⊕ C ⊕ h(α0))

⊕α1 ⊕R′′′(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1))⊕Rd2−d(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)⊕ C ⊕ h(α1))

⊕α0 ⊕ α1

= Rd2−d(x⊕ C ⊕ h(α1))⊕Rd2−d(x⊕ C ⊕ h(α0))

= fO
−1

.

Therefore, the function satisfies Simon’s promise with s = h(α0) ⊕ h(α1), and
we can recover h(α0)⊕ h(α1) using Simon algorithm. This gives a distinguisher
because the Simon algorithm applied to a random permutation returns zero with
high probability. Concretely, in the first query we ask x, and then we ask x⊕s. If
A is asking about (d2−1)-round Type-1 GFS, then the outputs are the same. If A
is asking about random permutation, then the outputs are different. Therefore,
AdvPRP−qCCAType−1GFS (A) = 1− (2( 3

4 )c)n − 1
2n/2 . In particular, choosing c ≥ 3/(1− p0)

ensures that the probability is exponentially close to 1.

Example case of Type-1 GFS with d = 3. For Type-1 GFSs with d = 3,
we give an 8-round quantum distinguisher as shown in Fig. 4. Concretely, from
the above analysis, we define the following function, with two distinct constants
α0, α1 and constant x03.
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x αb x03

R1

x11 x12 x13

R2

x21 x22 x23

R3

x31 x32 x33

R4

x41 x42 x43

R5

x51 x52 x53

R6

x61 x62 x63

R7

x71 x72

y3

x73

y1

R8

y2

Fig. 4: 8-round distinguisher on Type-1 GFS with d = 3.
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fO
−1

: {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n

x 7→ yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

fO
−1

(x) = α0 ⊕R3(x⊕R1(x03))⊕R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α0))]

⊕α1 ⊕R3(x⊕R1(x03))⊕R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α1))]⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α0))]⊕R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α1))],

where (yαb
1 , yαb

2 , yαb
3 ) = O−1(x, αb, x

0
3) (See Fig. 4). In particular, we have

fO
−1

(x⊕ s) = R6[x⊕ s⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α0))]⊕R6[x⊕ s⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α1))]

= R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α1))]⊕R6[x⊕R1(x03)⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α0))]

= fO
−1

(x),

where s = R4(x03 ⊕R2(α0))⊕R4(x03 ⊕R2(α1)), and x03 is a constant. Therefore,
fO
−1

(x) satisfies the promise of Simon algorithm with s, we can easily apply
Simon algorithm to recover s, and distinguish it from the random permutation.

3.2 Key Recovery Attacks on the Type-1 GFS

In what follows, based on the (d2 − 1)-round distinguisher, we could get better
key-recovery attacks using Grover-meets-Simon algorithm, whose time complex-
ities gain a factor of 2

(d−2)k
2 , where k is the key length of the internal round

function. Concretely, we give key-recovery attacks on r-round Type-1 GFSs by
adding r − d2 + 1 rounds before the (d2 − 1)-round distinguisher, in the qCCA
setting.

The attack procedures can be summarized as follows.

1. Construct the quantum circuit, which requires the intermediate state value
(x, αb, x

r−d2+1
3 , xr−d

2+1
4 , · · · , xr−d

2+1
d ) after the first r − d2 + 1 rounds and

the first r− d2 + 1 rounds’ subkeys as input, and decrypt the first r− d2 + 1
rounds to get the plaintext. Then use the oracle fO

−1

encrypt the plaintext
(x01, x

0
2, · · · , x0d) to get the ciphertext (xr1, x

r
2, · · · , xrd).

2. Guess the subkeys of the first r − d2 + 1 rounds. For each guessed subkey,
use the d2− 1 rounds distinguisher to check its correctness. Concretely, only
for the correct guess, the attacker gets a periodic function, which is then
detected with the Simon algorithm.

For the r (r > d2 − 1) rounds, we need to guess the (r − d2 + 1)k-bit key
using Grover algorithm. Therefore, the key of the r-round Type-1 GFS can be
recovered with O(2

(r−(d2−1))k
2 ) quantum queries using O(n2) qubits by Theorem

3.
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4 Quantum Attack on Round-Reduced CAST-256 Block
Cipher in qCPA Setting

The CAST-256 block cipher [33] is designed as a candidate for Advanced En-
cryption Standard (AES). Even though CAST-256 was not among the finalists
in the AES Process, its analysis may help understand the design rationale of
other ciphers from the CAST family.

CAST-256 operates on 128-bit text blocks (four branches with 32-bit) under
keys of 128, 192, or 256 bits. CAST-256 is based on the GFS structure and
iterates 48 rounds for all key sizes, including 24 rounds Type-1 GFS and 24
rounds inverse Type-1 GFS. Each round function absorbs a 37-bit subkey. Note
that in our attack, we don’t need to know any additional encryption information
for our attack because it is extremely broad.

In what follows, we present a 17-round quantum distinguishing attack in the
qCPA setting and give an r(r > 17)-round quantum key-recovery attack. We
first focus on the distinguishing attack.

Distinguishing Attack. Based on the special structure of CAST-256, we give
a new 17-round (from 23-th round to 39-th round) quantum distinguisher (See
Fig.5), which is composed of 2-round Type-1 GFS and 15-round inverse Type-1
GFS. More precisely, for the 17-round CAST-256 encryption oracle O, we define
the following function, with two arbitrary constants α0 and α1 such that α0 6= α1

and two constants x221 and x222 .

fO : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n

x 7→ yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1,

where (yαb
1 , yαb

2 , yαb
3 , yαb

4 ) = O(x221 , x
22
2 , x, αb) (See Fig. 5).

For the 17-round CAST-256, we have

fO(x) = yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= x391 (α0)⊕ x391 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= x362 (α0)⊕ x362 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1, (3)

where x391 = x384 = x373 = x362 (See Fig. 5).

Specially, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ d2 − 1) be random functions, we can construct
a quantum CPA distinguisher against CAST-256 in O(n) quantum queries by
using Simon algorithm.

Proof. In the 3-th round, the value x222 ⊕ R23(x221 ) is used as the input of R25

and the output of R25 is xored into x⊕ R24(x222 ⊕ R23(x221 )). This implies that
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R23

x221 x222 x αb

R24

x231 x232 x233 x234

x241 x242 x243 x244

R25

x251 x252 x253 x254

R26

x261 x262 x263 x264

R27

x271 x272 x273 x274

R28

x281 x282 x283 x284

R29

x291 x292 x293 x294

R30

x301 x302

x313

x303

x314

x304

x311

R31

x312

x311 x312 x313 x314

R32

x321 x322 x323 x324

R33

x331 x332 x333 x334

R34

x341 x342 x343 x344

R35

x351 x352 x353 x354

R36

x361 x362 x363 x364

R37

x371 x372 x373 x374

R38

x381 x382

y
αb
3

x383

y
αb
4

x384

y
αb
1

R39

y
αb
2

Fig. 5: 17-round distinguisher on CAST-256.
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x252 is

x252 = x⊕R24(x222 ⊕R23(x221 ))⊕R25(x222 ⊕R23(x221 )).

See Fig.5 (red line). The function can be described as

x252 = x⊕ C1,

where C1 = R24(x222 ⊕ R23(x221 )) ⊕ R25(x222 ⊕ R23(x221 )) is a constant. After an
additional 1 round, the value x221 is used as the input of R26 and the output of
R26 is xored into x222 ⊕R23(x221 ). Then, we have

x262 = x222 ⊕R23(x221 )⊕R26(x221 ),

where x221 , x222 are constants. This implies that x262 = C2 is a constant. Similarly,
we have

x272 = x221 ⊕R27(αb).

In the 10-th round, we have

x322 = x311 ⊕R32(x314 )

= αb ⊕R28(x252 )⊕R32(x252 ⊕R29(x262 ))

= αb ⊕R28(x⊕ C1)⊕R32(x⊕ C1 ⊕R29(C2)).

The function R(x) = R28(x ⊕ C1) ⊕ R32(x ⊕ C1 ⊕ R29(C2)) is independent of
the input x. Therefore, x322 is equal to

x322 = αb ⊕R(x).

In the 14-th round, we have

x362 = x351 ⊕R36(x354 )

= x322 ⊕R36(x252 ⊕R29(x262 )⊕R33(x262 ⊕R30(x272 )))

= αb ⊕R(x)⊕R36(x⊕ C1 ⊕R29(C2)⊕R33(C2 ⊕R30(x221 ⊕R27(αb))))

= αb ⊕R(x)⊕R36(x⊕ C ⊕ h(αb)), (4)

where C = C1⊕R29(C2), h(αb) = R33(C2⊕R30(x221 ⊕R27(αb))) is independent
of the input b, since x221 , x222 are constants.

In particular, from Eqs. (3) and (4), fO(x) satisfies fO(x) = fO(x⊕h(α0)⊕
h(α1)). Moreover,

fO(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)) = yα0
1 ⊕ y

α1
1 ⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= x362 (α0)⊕ x362 (α1)⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= α0 ⊕R(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1))⊕R36(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)⊕ C ⊕ h(α0))

⊕α1 ⊕R(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1))⊕R36(x⊕ h(α0)⊕ h(α1)⊕ C ⊕ h(α1))⊕ α0 ⊕ α1

= R36(x⊕ C ⊕ h(α1))⊕R36(x⊕ C ⊕ h(α0))

= fO(x).
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Then, if Ri(23 ≤ i ≤ 39) is a pseudo-random permutation family, ε(f, s) ≤
1/2 with overwhelming probability [20], and running Simon algorithm on the
function fO returns h(α0)⊕h(α1) with probability at least 1− (2( 3

4 )c)n. There-
fore, AdvPRP−qCPACAST−256 (A) = 1 − (2( 3

4 )c)n − 1
2n/2 . In particular, choosing c ≥ 6

ensures that the probability is exponentially close to 1.

We now turn to the key-recovery attack.

Key Recovery Attack. With the 17-round distinguisher in the qCPA setting,
we can recover the key of the r(r > 17)-round CAST-256 in time O(2

37(r−17)
2 ),

where the key length of the internal round function is 37 bit. Compared with the
previous 14-round distinguisher in Ni et al.’s attack [38], we can get more efficient
key-recovery attacks, whose time complexities gain a factor 2

37×3
2 = 255.5.

Based on this, we can attack 23-round CAST-256 with 256-bit key in time
2111, which is better than quantum brute force search by a factor of 217. In
particular, for the 128-bit key version, we can attack 20 rounds in time 255.5,
while the best previous classical [42] or quantum attacks [37, 38] are no more
than 17 rounds.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we give some improved polynomial-time quantum distinguishers
on Type-1 GFS (CAST256-like) in qCPA or qCCA settings. First, we present
new qCCA quantum distinguishers on (d2−1)-round Type-1 GFS with branches
d ≥ 3, which extends the previous results by d − 2 rounds. Then, we could get
more efficient key-recovery attacks, whose time complexities gain a factor of
2

(d−2)k
2 . Second, based on the special structure of CAST-256, we propose a 17-

round quantum distinguisher in the qCPA setting. This leads to a more efficient
analysis of CAST-256, that is, the complexity of some previous key-recovery
attacks is reduced by a factor of 255.5. As an interesting research direction, we
leave our method for further investigation in the context of the tight bound of
the number of rounds that we can distinguish, other block ciphers, combination
with other attacks, and so on.
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